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January 7, 2011
12:05 am

DeborahMersino: "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly Research Online" will be our noon/EST
#gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

12:07 am

DeborahMersino: "Best Parenting and Advocacy Resolutions for 2011" will be our 7pm/EST
#gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

12:20 am

GingerTPLC: RT @giftedbooks: GT Presentation - Dr. Sylvia Rimm, Jan 21-22, Reno, NV
http://fb.me/Ni3LdlA9 #gifted #gtchat

12:22 am

KateArmsRoberts: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly Research
Online" will be our noon/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

12:22 am

KateArmsRoberts: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Parenting and Advocacy Resolutions for 2011" will
be our 7pm/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

12:25 am

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly Research
Online" will be our noon/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

12:25 am

jofrei: RT @KateArmsRoberts: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Parenting and Advocacy
Resolutions for 2011" will be our 7pm/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join
us! #gifted

1:19 am
1:27 am

mathchat: The archive from today's #mathchat is now online: http://bit.ly/hGexgV
#ukedchat #edchat #ntchat #gtchat #elemchat #scichat
chrstinef: Guess what I just did??? Hit SEND on my final edits for 101 Success Secrets!
WOO HOO!!! #gifted #gtchat #fb

2:35 am

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly Research
Online" will be our noon/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

2:35 am

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Parenting and Advocacy Resolutions for 2011" will
be our 7pm/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

3:17 am

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly Research
Online" will be our noon/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

3:17 am

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Parenting and Advocacy Resolutions for 2011" will
be our 7pm/EST #gtchat topic tomorrow, 01-07. Join us! #gifted

3:19 am

ljconrad: @chrstinef So excited for you! Look forward to #101successsecrets #gtchat
#gifted #ptchat #edchat

3:19 am

ljconrad: RT @gima_jones: Transforming Learning Environments through Technology
#gifted #ahaLearners #gtchat #education #technology http://t.co/v55Djx0 via
@weebly

3:22 am

ljconrad: RT @CTDatNU Summer Program regis now open for 2011! Find info on new
courses & program options http://bit.ly/fXeXJ4 #gtchat #gifted

3:22 am

ljconrad: RT @jofrei: Ready for the first #gtstoogies lobby gathering in 2011 after #gtchat
http://www.giftedresources.org/jo/blog/?p=1640

7:19 am

TheGATErs: RT @PiecesOLearning: Should students who are #gifted be taught in separate
classrooms? http://sbne.ws/r/6ssq #gtchat

9:11 am

GiftedPhoenix: RT @DeborahMersino: "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly Research
Online" is #gtchat topic today 7/1/11 5pm UK time. Join us! #ukedchat

11:41 am

KateArmsRoberts: @DeborahMersino FYI I mentioned #gtchat as one of the great things I have
found on Twitter on my blog yesterday. http://bit.ly/dWgJbA
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found on Twitter on my blog yesterday. http://bit.ly/dWgJbA

11:46 am

GiftedPhoenix: I noticed that ukedchat is now using yudu - http://bit.ly/hhV4AX - to publish.
Maybe a better solution than whatthehastag for #gtchat?

12:03 pm

ljconrad: RT @KateArmsRoberts: @DeborahMersino FYI I mentioned #gtchat as one of
the great things I have found on Twitter on my blog yesterday.
http://bit.ly/dWgJbA

12:12 pm

ljconrad: Understanding Gifted Underachievement http://ht.ly/1aLvRS #gtchat #gifted
#sped #edchat

12:13 pm

instruisto: RT @ljconrad: Understanding Gifted Underachievement http://ht.ly/1aLvRS
#gtchat #gifted #sped #edchat

12:19 pm

JeanneBernish: RT @ljconrad: Understanding Gifted Underachievement http://ht.ly/1aLvRS
#gtchat #gifted #sped #edchat

1:38 pm
2:41 pm

gima_jones: RT @ljconrad: NAGC Convention 2011 Proposal Submission Site #gtchat
#gifted http://fb.me/EauAs8Zi
GiftedPhoenix: Can we prepare a social networking for #gifted event for the 2011 World
Conference (hopefully including an online dimension?) #gtchat

2:58 pm

atxteacher: Good idea! RT @giftedphoenix: Can we prepare a social networking for #gifted
event for the 2011 World Conf #gtchat

3:40 pm

padgets: #FF #iowacore #edchat #mathchat #gtstoogies #gtchat #scichat #edtech
#ELLCHAT #ntchat #sschat #spedchat #engchat #agchat #artsed #agedchat:)

4:07 pm

DeborahMersino: Less than an hour until #gtchat. "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly
Research Online" will be our topic at noon/EST. Join us! #gifted

4:07 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than an hour until #gtchat. "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online" will be our topic at noon/EST. Join us!
#gifted

4:13 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than an hour until #gtchat. "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online" will be our topic at noon/EST. Join us!
#gifted

4:20 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix @atxteacher Excellent suggestion re World Council. I have
phone mtng scheduled w/Julia Roberts this month! #gtchat #gtchat

4:44 pm

Jeff_shoemaker: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than an hour until #gtchat. "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online" will be our topic at noon/EST. Join us!
#gifted

4:52 pm

KateArmsRoberts: #gtchat starts at noon. I won't be participating today due to immediate parenting

4:54 pm
4:54 pm
4:56 pm
4:57 pm

duties, but I'll be reading the transcript. #gifted
halleyrebecca: Five minutes to #gtchat folks - sorry as always for the heavy stream.
tipsforparents: Please look #gtchat starts at noon. I won't be participating today due to
immediate parenting duties, but I'll b... http://bit.ly/i9P8WY
DeborahMersino: My tweets for the next hour will be devoted to #gtchat. Pardon the heavy
stream; feel free to unfollow/unlink. #Scholarly #Research #gtchat
jofrei: @KateArmsRoberts We will miss you! I did enjoy reading your blog post. Catch
you next time #gtchat

4:58 pm

DeborahMersino: Thank you everyone for helping to spread the word about #gtchat! It's almost
time to kick off 2011. #gtchat

5:00 pm

DeborahMersino: Welcome to #gtchat! Our topic: "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly
Research Online." Join us now! #gtchat

5:00 pm

DeborahMersino: Please take a moment to introduce yourself, your role (parent, educator,
advocate, blogger) & share where you reside. TY! #gtchat

5:01 pm
5:01 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Hello from England where it's mild, dark and very wet! I'm an ex national
policy lead for gifted now writing, advising, consulting
MSTA: made it to the first #gtchat of the year! It's nice to be back! #gtchat
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MSTA: made it to the first #gtchat of the year! It's nice to be back! #gtchat
jofrei: Hi Jo Freitag from Gifted Resources, Melbourne Australia here at 4.00 am
Saturday 8 Jan 2011 #gtchat
MSTA: I'm an education advocate and online communications coordinator at the
Missouri State Teachers Assoc. www.msta.org #gtchat

5:01 pm

DeborahMersino: I'm Deborah Mersino, moderator of #gtchat, marketing consultant via Ingeniosus
and mom to 2 girls. I'm in chilly Colorado. #gtchat

5:02 pm

laughingatchaos: Yay! It's chat time! I'm Jen in CO, mom to 2 GT boys, 1 is 2e. Advocate,
blogger, writer wannabe (2011 is my year! LOL) #gtchat

5:02 pm

DeborahMersino: It's good to see everyone! It's been a while. Glad to be back. #gtchat

5:02 pm
5:02 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Welcome to #gtchat! Our topic: "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online." Join us now! #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Halley here from @SeaburySchool for gifted students in Tacoma, WA. Faculty
and alumna. #gtchat

5:02 pm

DeborahMersino: I'm going to post some questions and tips and then we'll get to the sites.
#gtchat

5:02 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @DeborahMersino: Welcome to #gtchat! Our topic: "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online." Join us now! #gtchat

5:03 pm
5:03 pm

eshwaranv: Vytheeshwaran, science teacher and instructional designer from Chennai, India.
It's 22:32 Hrs here :-) #gtchat
jofrei: @laughingatchaos is not just a wannabe writer she is very amusing and
accomplished! #gtchat

5:03 pm

DeborahMersino: Q1: Why is important to stay abreast of scholarly research? And how can you
use it? #gtchat

5:03 pm

LisaDSB: Here from Canada. I'm a homeschooling parent of 2 GT kids. #gtchat

5:03 pm
5:03 pm
5:04 pm
5:04 pm
5:04 pm

SeaburySchool: @jofrei 4 a.m.! Goodness, you win the most-dedicated award, we think! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @laughingatchaos - I'm with @jofrei! #gtchat
MSTA: a: to be aware of trends. if you don't know what's potentially coming, you can't
prepare for it. #gtchat
jofrei: @DeborahMersino Yes it is SO good to have gtchat back! #gtchat
theboysstore: RT @DeborahMersino: Q1: Why is important to stay abreast of scholarly
research? And how can you use it? #gtchat

5:05 pm

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino & @jofrei are both very kind. :) Gonna be a good year. :)
#gtchat

5:05 pm

DeborahMersino: Hello India, England, Australia, Canada, Colorado, Washington, Missouri!
#gtchat

5:05 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @DeborahMersino: Q1: Why is important to stay abreast of scholarly
research? And how can you use it? #gtchat

5:05 pm
5:05 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Q1. I would qualify - important to stay abreast of good #gifted research there's a lot of poor stuff as our UK EPPI review proved
SeaburySchool: It's just 9 a.m. in Tacoma - I think I have it pretty easy! #gtchat

5:05 pm

theboysstore: Good morning - here for a bit before things becoem hectic. Suzanne , parent of
a gt child & advocate for gt program in my area #gtchat

5:05 pm

laughingatchaos: Q1:If nothing else, so you know what you're talking about. Gives you the "code
words" when advocating. #gtchat

5:06 pm

DeborahMersino: Q1: I agree w/ @MSTA re staying abreast of trends. Also - can see the actual
empirical research, see where consensus lies (or not). #gtchat

5:06 pm

jofrei: Q1 Important to be aware of current research in order to advocate effectively for
gifted #gtchat
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gifted #gtchat

SeaburySchool: Firefox and/or Twitter is giving me problems. May be tweeting primarily here
rather than as @halleyrebecca today. #gtchat

5:06 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Q1: Why is important to stay abreast of scholarly
research? And how can you use it? #gtchat

5:06 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat And to be frank, a lot of the research is so specialised as to be little
more than dancing on the head of a pin (Aquinas I think)

5:06 pm

DeborahMersino: Q1: Yes, having research can support advocacy efforts as @jofrei suggests.
#gtchat

5:07 pm
5:07 pm

SeaburySchool: I think the most current example of staying abreast of current research here is
the autism/vaccine link fraud. #gtchat
dayswmd: Renee in BC saying hello and checking out #gtchat this morning.
Homeschooling my hgdd9.

5:07 pm

MSTA: and to just overall be informed. you can make better decisions with information.
#gtchat

5:07 pm

LisaDSB: Q1 For me, as a homeschooling parent, good research on creativity, education,
neurology, etc. helps direct my efforts with my kids. #gtchat

5:08 pm

DeborahMersino: Q1: Regarding how you can use it - supporting own learning, blog entries,
papers - adds credible dimension/supports our growth #gtchat

5:08 pm

eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Current research is your window to the world. #gtchat

5:08 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat You soon discover that some gifted research is ideology dressed up eg some of the stuff on acceleration and tracking

5:08 pm

laughingatchaos: Q1: Goes back to that old saying, Knowledge Is Power. #gtchat

5:08 pm

DeborahMersino: @dayswmd - Welcome! We're glad you're here! Q1 (first question) is "Why is
Scholarly Research Important?" #gtchat

5:08 pm
5:09 pm
5:09 pm
5:09 pm
5:09 pm

theboysstore: Amen!! RT @eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Current research is your window to
the world. #gtchat
ljconrad: Hi, from Pittsburgh! Connection problems today! :( #gtchat
eshwaranv: Q1) Current research = What's happening and what more could happen. This is
VERY important. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q1: Also, the more we reference empirical research theories in our
tweets/posts/blogs/articles, the more impact we will have. #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Q1: Also, the more we reference empirical research
theories in our tweets/posts/blogs/articles, the more impact we will have.
#gtchat

5:09 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: Q1) Current research = Whats happening and what more
could happen. This is VERY important.<=Love this. #gtchat

5:10 pm

cybraryman1: My Ed Journals page http://www.cybraryman.com/edjournals.html #gtchat
Cameo

5:10 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: Q1) Current research = Whats happening and what more
could happen. This is VERY important.<=Love this. #gtchat

5:10 pm
5:10 pm
5:10 pm
5:10 pm
5:10 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Policy makers like research that helps them to claim evidenced-based
policy. Trouble is, lots of research isn't designed for that
MSTA: and the more credible we'll look! Always name your source! #gtchat
ljconrad: Current research in diff countries can benefit best practice in other countries
#gtchat
laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino Exactly. Gives us the backing to be, ahem, pushy. ;)
#gtchat
theboysstore: RT @ljconrad: Current research in diff countries can benefit best practice in
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other countries #gtchat

5:10 pm

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - SO glad you're with us! Q1: Why is it important to stay abreast of
current scholarly research? How to use? #gtchat

5:11 pm

LisaDSB: Q1 So much research these days, esp. in social science, seems thin and
rushed to press. Imp to look closely b4 making conclusions. #gtchat

5:11 pm

jofrei: RT @cybraryman1: My Ed Journals page
http://www.cybraryman.com/edjournals.html #gtchat Cameo <=Thank you
#gtchat

5:11 pm

halleyrebecca: Key for advocacy. RT @eshwaranv: Q1) Current research = Whats happening
and what more could happen. This is VERY important. #gtchat

5:11 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino As long as the research stands up to scrutiny - quoting bad
research isn't worth the effort #gtchat

5:11 pm

ljconrad: @laughingatchaos for heavens' sake; don't be pushy! lol #gtchat

5:11 pm

DeborahMersino: @MSTA You bring up an excellent point. As advocates, it's essential that we
cite scholarly works properly. APA style is likely best. #gtchat

5:11 pm

laughingatchaos: Q1: Use research to just add to our breadth of knowledge. What does it hurt to
be informed? #gtchat

5:11 pm

eshwaranv: Just the place to start your search > RT @cybraryman1: My Ed Journals page
http://bit.ly/gARrT1 #gtchat Cameo

5:11 pm

jofrei: RT @ljconrad: Current research in diff countries can benefit best practice in
other countries YES!!! #gtchat

5:11 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @ljconrad: Current research in diff countries can benefit best practice in
other countries #gtchat

5:11 pm
5:12 pm
5:12 pm
5:12 pm

laughingatchaos: @ljconrad Heh. I'm never pushy. ;) Or demanding. Unless I'm right. LOL #gtchat
ljconrad: RT @GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino As long as the research stands up to
scrutiny - quoting bad research isnt worth the effort #gtchat
jofrei: @laughingatchaos @DeborahMersino Pushy with Poise! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - So true! And the paradoxes your referenced last year are still
so predominant. It's tricky/complex. #gtchat

5:12 pm

MSTA: @DeborahMersino especially on twitter when things go viral instantaneously.
citing your source covers you. #gtchat

5:12 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @LisaDSB So agree with you there - academics need the citations to satisfy
their managers! #gtchat

5:12 pm

laughingatchaos: @GiftedPhoenix @DeborahMersino Quoting bad research hurts our advocacy,
lessens trust. #gtchat

5:12 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix: RT @ljconrad: Current research in diff countries can
benefit best practice in other countries<=Love this also. #gtchat

5:13 pm

laughingatchaos: @jofrei Pushy With Poise! LOVE IT! :) #gtchat

5:13 pm

eshwaranv: RT @GiftedPhoenix: @LisaDSB So agree with you there - academics need the
citations to satisfy their managers! #gtchat

5:13 pm

ljconrad: Parents must be involved in knowing what's going on as well! #gtchat

5:13 pm

halleyrebecca: Advocacy, dispelling myths in addition to best serving our kids: helping them
learn and grow. #gtchat

5:13 pm

DeborahMersino: Q1: Also helps us see where innate paradoxes lie within the GT
community/scholarly research. Amazing how much disagreement exists.
#gtchat

5:14 pm

laughingatchaos: @ljconrad Parents are the best advocates, but they're exhausted. Need easier
way to get details of research quickly. #gtchat

5:14 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @halleyrebecca: Advocacy, dispelling myths in addition to best serving our
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kids: helping them learn and grow. #gtchat
eshwaranv: Keeping updated with current research gives us confidence. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q1: Nevertheless, there is broad consensus on some issues. Important for us
to know where that consensus based on research lies. #gtchat

5:14 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat A #gifted education research digest would be a very valuable resource anyone producing one of those at the moment?

5:14 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @eshwaranv: Keeping updated with current research gives us confidence.<Absolutely! We can stand behind our statements then! #gtchat

5:15 pm

MSTA: kids understand research affects them. let them know what trends in education
are being talked about. #gtchat

5:15 pm

ljconrad: @laughingatchaos Ah ... hem ... Know a good blog they could read! :D #gtchat

5:15 pm

educguess: Too Smart is Good! Read blog & register for Free teleseminar
http://tinyurl.com/24bs25n #gifted #gtchat

5:15 pm

halleyrebecca: RT @DeborahMersino Q1: Nevertheless, broad consensus on some issues.
Important to know where consensus based on research lies. #gtchat

5:15 pm

DeborahMersino: TIP: You can find free scholarly research online, even though some can only be
accessed through paid subscriptions. #gtchat

5:15 pm
5:15 pm
5:15 pm
5:15 pm
5:16 pm

5:16 pm
5:16 pm
5:16 pm

theboysstore: RT @GiftedPhoenix A #gifted education research digest would be a very
valuable resource - anyone producing 1 of those at the moment? #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @MSTA: kids understand research affects them. let them know what trends
in education are being talked about. #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @ljconrad Really? I do too! Several! ; ) #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: TIP: You can find free scholarly research online, even
though some can only be accessed through paid subscriptions. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Harvard faculty votes to post research online http://bit.ly/frPcbx (believe this will
become trend) #gtchat
ljconrad: @laughingatchaos :p #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Excellent suggestion regarding education research digest!
#gtchat
eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Oh yes. There are loads of them available. All we need to do
is to invest some time to look for them and read them. #gtchat

5:16 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @DeborahMersino I do hope that we are moving to universal free
research online!

5:16 pm

halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino Check your local library - ours offers Proquest access with
membership. Great resources to be found. #gtchat

5:16 pm

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: Harvard faculty votes to post research online
http://bit.ly/frPcbx (believe this will become trend) #gtchat

5:17 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Harvard faculty votes to post research online
http://bit.ly/frPcbx (believe this will become trend) <-Agreed! #gtchat

5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:18 pm

eshwaranv: RT @halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino Check your local library - ours offers
Proquest access with membership. Great resources to be found. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: TIP: although university libraries are restricted and some journals require
subscription, you can find some. #gtchat
eshwaranv: @halleyrebecca I visit the library twice a month for this. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I'm going to start posting sites; feel free to add to my list! #gtchat

5:18 pm

lazerzap: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @DeborahMersino I do hope that we are moving to
universal free research online!

5:18 pm

MSTA: @nashworld great addition. Why is such an important question to ask all the
time. #gtchat
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time. #gtchat

5:18 pm

NewMindset: Good stuff for the gifted: RT @educguess: Too Smart is Good! register for Free
teleseminar http://tinyurl.com/24bs25n #gifted #gtchat

5:18 pm

halleyrebecca: @eshwaranv And some even allow you to log in from home with your member
info. #gtchat

5:18 pm

DeborahMersino: By the way, I'm going to include some sites that do require subscription. They
may still be of interest to you. #gtchat

5:18 pm
5:18 pm
5:19 pm
5:19 pm
5:19 pm
5:19 pm
5:19 pm
5:19 pm
5:19 pm
5:20 pm

5:20 pm
5:20 pm
5:20 pm
5:20 pm
5:20 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I mentioned that my mate Tony produces an annual set of gifted
research abstracts but not yet online - http://bit.ly/e4r0nu #gtchat
eshwaranv: @halleyrebecca Yes. Mine allows me to do so. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Australasian Journal of Gifted Education http://bit.ly/gX0SnQ #gtchat
jofrei: Google scholar #gtchat
readywriting: RT @DeborahMersino: Harvard faculty votes to post research online
http://bit.ly/frPcbx (believe this will become trend) #gtchat #highered
ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Google searches of 'titles' of paid titles can often be found for
free - neat trick ... use alll the time! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Duke Gifted Letter: www.dukegiftedletter.com #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Australasian Journal of Gifted Education
http://bit.ly/gX0SnQ #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Google searches of titles of paid titles can
often be found for free - neat trick <=Absolutely! #gtchat
readywriting: @DeborahMersino They are much more ahead of the game in Europe when it
comes to sharing academic research. #gtchat
eshwaranv: This is my first stop > RT @jofrei: Google scholar #gtchat
EvaMayla: RT @halleyrebecca: Advocacy, dispelling myths in addition to best serving our
kids: helping them learn and grow. #gtchat
jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: Australasian Journal of Gifted Education
http://bit.ly/gX0SnQ - yes see proceedings of past conferences #gtchat
DeborahMersino: How to Find Scholarly Research Online http://bit.ly/gKPgtI (additional tips - like
@ljconrad just noted). #gtchat
ljconrad: RT @readywriting: @DeborahMersino They are much more ahead of the game
in Europe when it comes to sharing academic research. #gtchat

5:20 pm

MSTA: but how do you bring the research and the journals into the classroom? ie
accessible & relevant to all educators #gtchat

5:20 pm

dcmm14: Being informed with current research and pedagogy is essential in the current
political climate #gtchat

5:21 pm

DeborahMersino: Gifted and Talented International (GTI) is a peer-reviewed, international journal
http://bit.ly/hLtcWn #gtchat

5:21 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @ljconrad And you can get into illegal torrents and filesharing if you're that way
inclined! Not that I am #gtchat

5:21 pm

eshwaranv: Like this > RT @DeborahMersino: Duke Gifted Letter: http://bit.ly/9YpEQw
#gtchat

5:21 pm
5:21 pm
5:21 pm
5:21 pm

ljconrad: Google suite of tools are excellent for research ... couldn't live or work without!
#gtchat
readywriting: @DeborahMersino Check out http://bit.ly/h9nlgN #gtchat
RichWhite: RT @DeborahMersino: Gifted and Talented International (GTI) is a peerreviewed, international journal http://bit.ly/hLtcWn #gtchat
jofrei: Not new but still valuable ERIC http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/eric/index.html
#gtchat
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#gtchat

5:21 pm
5:21 pm
5:22 pm

DeborahMersino: With NAGC (US) membership, you get access to Gifted Child Quarterly (worth
cost of membership) http://bit.ly/fyQrIx #gtchat
ljconrad: @MSTA professional development #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Gifted Education Communicator by California Association for the Gifted (CAG)
http://bit.ly/ePu0Fp #gtchat

5:22 pm

ljconrad: @GiftedPhoenix @ljconrad <- too cautious for that :) #gtchat

5:23 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @jofrei: Not new but still valuable ERIC
http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/eric/index.html <TY For posting. #gtchat

5:23 pm

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: How to Find Scholarly Research Online
http://bit.ly/gKPgtI (additional tips - like @ljconrad just noted). #gtchat

5:23 pm
5:23 pm

DeborahMersino: The Hollingworth Center for Highly Gifted Children http://bit.ly/gsPBzT #gtchat
ljconrad: ERIC not what it once was. Gutted over last decade. #gtchat

5:24 pm

AnnBridgland: @MSTA Hi all.HNY!Yes, my key Q reading all posts sofar is: How can research
be made accessible/meaningful in the everyday classroom? #gtchat

5:24 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Time for me to plug IRATDE's Talent Development and Excellence - see
call for papers here: http://bit.ly/a7bgQu

5:24 pm

DeborahMersino: UConn/Neag's News and Views (one of my favorites) http://bit.ly/eINLIi #gtchat

5:24 pm

DeborahMersino: John Hopkins' Imagine http://bit.ly/gfXKUS #gtchat

5:24 pm
5:25 pm
5:25 pm
5:25 pm
5:25 pm
5:25 pm
5:25 pm

jofrei: Always great recent research news in 2e newsletter
http://www.2enewsletter.com/welcome%20page.htm #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Roeper Review http://bit.ly/dKxcK0 #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @AnnBridgland HNY Ann! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Time 4 me 2 plug IRATDEs Talent Development &
Excellence - see call for papers here: http://bit.ly/a7bgQu #gtchat
dcmm14: Staying abreast in respective fields such as history with membership in pro orgs
such as NCHE shows life-long learning vs stagnation #gtchat
eshwaranv: Finding it difficult to bookmark links at this speed. Guess I'll get it all from the
archives. #gtchat
ljconrad: @AnnBridgland Hi, Ann! We find professional development a great way to teach
teachers; sadly US lax on gifted ed #gtchat

5:26 pm

DeborahMersino: NAGC (US) Teaching for High Potential (also comes w/membership/some free
online tho) http://bit.ly/cRgIWX #gtchat

5:26 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @dcmm14: Staying abreast in respective fields such as history with
membership in pro orgs shows life-long learning vs stagnation #gtchat

5:26 pm
5:26 pm
5:26 pm

eshwaranv: RT @jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: How to Find Scholarly Research Online
http://bit.ly/gKPgtI (additional tips - like @ljconrad just noted). #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Understanding Our Gifted (paid, but relatively inexpensive - like $40 or so)
http://bit.ly/gUs6yj #gtchat
MSTA: how about being willing to see the application for all subjects even if the
research is just in one area? #gtchat

5:27 pm

DeborahMersino: http://www.indiana.edu/~intell/map.shtml - Have shared this before, but this site
offers excellent info on GT history/research! #gtchat

5:27 pm

AnnBridgland: @ljconrad Yes totally agree re prof dev (PD). Vital for school GTCos to liasie
with their PDCos, for example? #gtchat

5:27 pm

DeborahMersino: @MSTA - Do you mean science, math, etc.? #gtchat

5:28 pm

DeborahMersino: Gifted Development Center offers articles for inexpensive fee (i.e. $2.50)
http://bit.ly/g7GZeQ #gtchat
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http://bit.ly/g7GZeQ #gtchat

5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:29 pm

MSTA: @DeborahMersino sure. for example research on how kids learn math skills
can be applied in science. #gtchat
ljconrad: @MSTA Yes, application across the curriculum! #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Ugh, tell me about it. RT @ljconrad We find professional development a great
way to teach teachers; sadly US lax on gifted ed #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Brain Research http://bit.ly/g7gpX0 #gtchat

5:29 pm

halleyrebecca: Washington State governor has proposed eliminating ALL funding for highly
capable programs in the state. #gtchat @ljconrad

5:29 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @MSTA Yes - gifted education research can be a bit of a silo - it's
important to get a wider perspective

5:29 pm

5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:31 pm
5:31 pm
5:31 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Brain Research http://bit.ly/g7gpX0 | Fascinating stuff!
#gtchat
MSTA: or better example research on ELL and LD students can be applicable for both.
#gtchat
halleyrebecca: A great resource. @DeborahMersino Gifted Development Center offers articles
for inexpensive fee (i.e. $2.50) http://bit.ly/g7GZeQ #gtchat
DeborahMersino: TIP: Expand searches to include the latest brain research, psychology
research, educational research too. Not just GT. #gtchat
MSTA: (got cut off) those students can be gifted as well! #gtchat
laughingatchaos: RT @DeborahMersino: TIP: Expand searches to include the latest brain
research, psychology research, educational research too. #gtchat
jofrei: Difficulty is with the trickle down effect - many still hold to out dated knowledge
and ideas tho info does travel faster now #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @MSTA exactly. 2e fits into so many slots. #gtchat
ljconrad: @halleyrebecca I'm following this VERY closely. Hopefully not a predictor for
the nation. Am getting word out via social networking #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I believe we will have much greater impact when we cross over, explore,
collaborate, utilize these communities. Less silo effect. #gtchat

5:31 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat By the way this link is my blogpost advocating an online network for
#gifted education researchers - http://bit.ly/e4r0nu

5:31 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: I believe we will have much greater impact when we
cross over, explore, collaborate, utilize these communities. Less silo effect.
#gtchat

5:31 pm
5:31 pm

LisaDSB: RT @DeborahMersino: Expand searches to include the latest brain research,
psychology research, educational research too. //Agree #gtchat
SeaburySchool: We love the Gifted Dev Center. In fact ... just booked Linda Silverman to come
speak in February. We are so excited. #gtchat

5:32 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat ...my blogpost advocating an online network for
#gifted education researchers - http://bit.ly/e4r0nu<TY! #gtchat

5:32 pm

DeborahMersino: @SeaburySchool - Hooray for you. LOVE her. Just starting to work with her
myself. #gtchat

5:32 pm

laughingatchaos: @SeaburySchool The GDC and Dr. S are SUCH a wonderful resource for us
here in CO. I so appreciate what she does! #gtchat

5:32 pm

eshwaranv: More important: Staying updated saves time... We don't want to reinvent the
wheel. #gtchat

5:32 pm

halleyrebecca: @ljconrad Are you following what's going on in Texas? I think they're
considering something similar but I'm not very informed. #gtchat

5:32 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat it's also important to look at research on pedagogy, differentiation,
personalisation, assessment and so on....
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personalisation, assessment and so on....

5:33 pm
5:33 pm
5:33 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Could you share a bit more about that blog post since we're
discussing now? The highlights? #gtchat
EvaMayla: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat By the way this link is my blogpost advocating an
online network for #gifted education researchers - http://bit.ly/e4r0nu
LisaDSB: Davidson has great scholarly articles too:
http://www.davidsongifted.org/db/browse_articles_114.aspx #gtchat

5:33 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix: it's also important to look at research on pedagogy,
differentiation, personalisation, assessment & so on.... #gtchat

5:33 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @LisaDSB: Davidson has great scholarly articles too:
http://www.davidsongifted.org/db/browse_articles_114.aspx <=Yes! TY! #gtchat

5:34 pm
5:34 pm
5:34 pm
5:34 pm
5:34 pm
5:35 pm

eshwaranv: RT @LisaDSB: Davidson has great scholarly articles too:
http://www.davidsongifted.org/db/browse_articles_114.aspx #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Well the starting point was a discussion about how we could
bring Tony's abstracts service into the 21st Century #gtchat
jofrei: RT @LisaDSB: Davidson has great scholarly articles too:
http://www.davidsongifted.org/db/browse_articles_114.aspx #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @PrufrockPress has made Journal of the Education of the Gifted archives
available 4 free! http://bit.ly/frRKU6 #gtchat
ljconrad: RT @GiftedPhoenix my blogpost advocating an online network for #gifted ed
researchers - http://bit.ly/e4r0nu | Rich Resource!!! #gtchat
jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: @PrufrockPress has made Journal of the Education of
the Gifted archives available 4 free! http://bit.ly/frRKU6 #gtchat

5:35 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I researched online research communities - Research Gate was the
best I could find: http://bit.ly/hva64V Not much on gifted though!

5:35 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @DeborahMersino: @PrufrockPress has made Journal of the Education of
the Gifted archives available 4 free! http://bit.ly/frRKU6 #gtchat

5:35 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - My apologies, but I'm not familiar with Tony's abstracts
service. Can you elaborate? TY in advance! #gtchat

5:36 pm

ljconrad: @halleyrebecca Yes, I am following these trends nationwide. WA most critical
RIGHT NOW. Will focus on Tx next. :) #gtchat

5:36 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: @PrufrockPress has made Journal of the Education of
the Gifted archives available 4 free! http://bit.ly/frRKU6 #gtchat

5:36 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Tony and I worked out the broad vision for an online network in an
Oxford pub and I developed it in the post

5:36 pm

DeborahMersino: Hold the phone. My bad. @PrufrockPress hasn't made those articles free...but
are available for individual purchase. #gtchat

5:36 pm

laughingatchaos: @GiftedPhoenix :) Good work gets done in pubs. Wish we had them in the
states. :) #gtchat

5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:38 pm
5:38 pm
5:38 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat He's sent me a follow-up which I have to digest before we can work out
whether we can make it a reality
DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - TY! I can't wait to dive in and explore the post. #gtchat
eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Subscribed for their email alerts... Will get the abstracts to
begin with. #gtchat
ljconrad: @laughingatchaos lol Americans go to Panera! haha #gtchat
jofrei: @DeborahMersino @PrufrockPress oh OK unRT un RT - Twitter birds flying
backwards! #gtchat
AnnBridgland: @DeborahMersino @PrufrockPress Indeed excellent.Q remains re making such
rich research accessible to hard-pressed ev'ryday teachers #gtchat
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laughingatchaos: @ljconrad LOL! Good point! Don't have a Panera close by! #gtchat
KeriStevens: @readmistyevans You need to start following the #gtchat hashtag going on now
and every Fri or so. It helps w/raising, advocating.
DeborahMersino: TIP: If you don't already, commit to reading at least one journal a month. Could
be brain research, gifted, psychology, etc. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Tony Crocker in the UK publishes a set of gifted and
talented research abstracts you can purchase for a small fee #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: TIP: If you don't already, commit to reading at least one
journal a month. Could be brain research, gifted, psychology, etc. #gtchat
LisaDSB: Idea of collaborating with research in brain/education/psych fields reminds me of
recent post on neurodiversity http://bit.ly/9gMUz8 #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q4: How do you feel like you personally can begin to explore more scholarly
research and utilize it? Big and small ideas welcome. #gtchat
eshwaranv: #gtchat @DeborahMersino Oh... It's a journal a week for me. :-)
laughingatchaos: RT @DeborahMersino: TIP: If you dont already, commit 2 reading at least 1
journal/mo. Could B brain research/gifted/psychology, etc. #gtchat

5:39 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @laughingatchaos #gtchat we wouldn't be anywhere without our pubs and warm
beer!

5:40 pm

DeborahMersino: FYI, I believe the work being done in education research is just as vital for us as
advocates to digest as our own GT research. #gtchat

5:40 pm

laughingatchaos: @GiftedPhoenix I envy your pubs and warm beer! :) #gtchat

5:40 pm

ljconrad: <- couldn't survivie w/o @GiftedPhoenix's blog. Well researched and
documented. Makes my job so much easier. #gtchat

5:41 pm

DeborahMersino: TIP: If appropriate, see if you can begin incorporating/referencing more empirical
research in your blog posts/tweets/FB posts. #gtchat

5:41 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @ljconrad: <- couldnt survivie w/o @GiftedPhoenixs blog. Well researched
and documented. Makes my job so much easier.<=YES!! #gtchat

5:41 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix is already doing this (re to research)! #gtchat

5:41 pm

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino I'll try, I'll have to see if I can make the research amusing. ;)
#gtchat

5:42 pm

eshwaranv: Will to look for it... If that's there, then a library and friends to seek it... If they're
there... Time to read #gtchat

5:42 pm
5:42 pm
5:42 pm
5:43 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Q4 I try to ensure most of my blogposts are research-based. Writing
the posts forces me to engage with the research (If its online)
AnnBridgland: @DeborahMersino Q4 YES!Read bits & use in training with teachers + key Qs
on the piece as hooks to hang their thinking on works well #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q4: My hope is to enrich our #gtchat resources and my Ingeniosus Blog with
more scholarly research backing in 2011. #gtchat
ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Keep documentation on file if asked. Not appropriate for
parents who are desparately looking 4 understandable info. #gtchat

5:43 pm

DeborahMersino: Q5: For those of you who have already begun delving into research, do you have

5:43 pm

favorites (sites/researchers/leaders)? #gtchat
laughingatchaos: Q4:Reading scholarly research makes me feel like I'm back in grad school &
incompetent. Need to get over that. #gtchat

5:43 pm
5:43 pm
5:43 pm

halleyrebecca: Great idea. @DeborahMersino If appropriate, see if you can add more empirical
research to your blog posts/tweets/FB posts. #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @ljconrad How not appropriate for parents? #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @ljconrad You're just so good at those positive strokes! #gtchat
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DeborahMersino: @laughingatchaos @ljconrad - Understand. Believe we can condense (via
abstracts) the most vital info so it's easily digestible. #gtchat
eshwaranv: I read a lot about ed and MERLOT is one of my fav places. http://bit.ly/10VyjF
#gtchat
jofrei: Q4 I'm not sure - more reading, giving more links to what I find in newsletters
etc #gtchat
eshwaranv: Otherwise, it's mostly Google scholar or links and leads from my friends.
#gtchat

5:45 pm

LisaDSB: Finding and passing along only best resources via twitter & FB is useful and
saves reader fatigue. @GiftedHF and @ljconrad are good. #gtchat

5:45 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: I read a lot about ed and MERLOT is one of my fav places.
http://bit.ly/10VyjF<=ooh. Didn't know about this one. TY! #gtchat

5:45 pm

ljconrad: @laughingatchaos poor word choice perhaps, parents I work with not ready for
scholarly research yet. Just seeking answers. :) #gtchat

5:45 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Just a general point, but could we as #gtchat types use live binders or
similar to share really important research we've found?

5:46 pm

deepwaterscoach: Halllooooo!!! Sorry to be here late--have a kiddo at home. What's doin'? #gtchat

5:46 pm

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino @ljconrad If I can break down & make approachable the
research for parents,I have succeeded. Something to work on. #gtchat

5:46 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @LisaDSB Finding/passing along only best resources via twitter & FB is
useful/saves reader fatigue. @GiftedHF @ljconrad are good! #gtchat

5:46 pm

laughingatchaos: @ljconrad They need it broken down & half digested for them. Made relevant to
THEIR situation. #gtchat

5:46 pm

jofrei: @deepwaterscoach Hi!!! #gtchat

5:46 pm

LisaDSB: RT @DeborahMersino: See if you can begin incorporating/referencing more
empirical research in your blog posts ---> Will try! #gtchat

5:46 pm

ljconrad: @LisaDSB TY Lisa. Twitter is absolutely where I pass on documented links and
research. :) #gtchat

5:46 pm

DeborahMersino: @deepwaterscoach - Welcome! Glad you're here. We're discussing how we can
incorporate scholarly research to support adv. efforts. #gtchat

5:47 pm

eshwaranv: @GiftedPhoenix Or, we could probably have a new hashtag #gtres to share
scholarly articles on gifted ed. #gtchat

5:47 pm
5:47 pm
5:47 pm
5:47 pm
5:47 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @laughingatchaos: @ljconrad They need it broken down & half digested for
them. Made relevant to THEIR situation.<=YES #gtchat
ljconrad: @laughingatchaos That's what I try to do. :) #gtchat
laughingatchaos: RT @eshwaranv: @GiftedPhoenix Or, we could probably have a new hashtag
#gtres to share scholarly articles on gifted ed. #gtchat
ljconrad: @deepwaterscoach Miss you SO MUCH!!!!!!!!!!!! :D #gtchat
AnnBridgland: RT @laughingatchaos: @ljconrad They need it broken down & half digested for
them. Made relevant to THEIR situation. #gtchat

5:47 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Could be an excellent solution. @eshwaranv - Also intriguing!
#gtchat

5:48 pm

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino Guess I have my 2011 plan. Digestion for parents! ;) #gtchat

5:48 pm

DeborahMersino: Q4: I'be become a fan of Sternberg recently. #gtchat

5:49 pm

DeborahMersino: Q4: I've also become much more cognizant of the need for "talent development"
to be focus/broader appeal. #gtchat

5:49 pm
5:49 pm

eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino I'll see if I can find some good articles to share for #gtres and
see how things go. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat another chat is to use search engines that concentrate exclusively on
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GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat another chat is to use search engines that concentrate exclusively on
presentations or PDFs ...
ljconrad: @laughingatchaos You always know how to plan! lol #gtchat

5:50 pm

laughingatchaos: @ljconrad Oh, I'm a planner, it's the follow-through that's rough! LOL #gtchat

5:50 pm

DeborahMersino: @laughingatchaos - Excellent plan indeed! #gtchat

5:50 pm
5:50 pm
5:51 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @eshwaranv: @GiftedPhoenix Or, we could probably have a new hashtag
#gtres to share scholarly articles on gifted ed. #gtchat
ljconrad: @GiftedPhoenix like???? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I suppose my preference would be to keep using #gtchat as the hashtag, but
simply have us post more research/then use live binders2 #gtchat

5:51 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat another TIP is to use search engines that
concentrate exclusively on presentations or PDFs ...

5:51 pm

ljconrad: @laughingatchaos that's why we're here to support each other! #gtchat

5:51 pm

LisaDSB: Love using the hockey anology here in Canada.Works for broader appeal re: GT
devel. You wouldn't keep a GT player in house league! #gtchat

5:51 pm
5:52 pm
5:52 pm
5:52 pm
5:52 pm
5:52 pm

DeborahMersino: Q5: But I'm open to using #gtres too. What do all think? #gtchat
ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Excellent! #gtchat
jofrei: @GiftedPhoenix @eshwaranv I like the idea of a #gtres hashtag for sharing
scholarly links #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q5: Not to further complicate, but we could also us #tdres (talent development
research). Broad appeal. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @ljconrad #gtchat On the PDF side the one that comes to mind is PDF Finder but a Google Search will list the alternatives
eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Sounds good to me. #gtchat

5:52 pm

LisaDSB: I'm on info overload here b/c I also homeschool & stay on top of a lot of lists.
Would be nice if someone culled for best research. #gtchat

5:53 pm

ljconrad: @LisaDSB LOVE this! #gtchat

5:53 pm

eshwaranv: :-) RT @DeborahMersino: Q5: Not to further complicate, but we could also us
#tdres (talent development research). Broad appeal. #gtchat

5:53 pm

DeborahMersino: @LisaDSB - You make an excellent point. I think that's where we're heading.
Make something easily digestible/accessible. #gtchat

5:54 pm
5:54 pm
5:54 pm
5:54 pm

ljconrad: Gotta run! :( Thanks, Deborah for a fantastic chat to the new year! I missed
EVERYONE! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Personally I'm already using about 12 columns on
Tweetdeck but I'm willing to add another! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Can I just say how much I appreciate everyone's passion, collaborative spirit
and energy? #gtchat
LisaDSB: RT @DeborahMersino: Not to further complicate, but we could also us #tdres
(talent development research). Broad appeal.// like this! #gtchat

5:54 pm

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Love that you stopped in. Missed you too!! #gtchat

5:55 pm

DeborahMersino: Perhaps I'll create a Twtpoll and send it out early next week. We can vote! ;-)
Majority will rule. How's that sound? #gtchat

5:55 pm

jofrei: @ljconrad Catch you later Will you be back for next session? #gtchat

5:55 pm

DeborahMersino: Well everyone, we have just a few minutes left. Final thoughts, learns, ideas,
ahas? #gtchat

5:56 pm

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino @LisaDSB I may try the research digesting, but my next
several wks/months will be crazy. But I may try. #gtchat

5:56 pm

Tapping scholarly research can be an excellent way to continue our own growth

DeborahMersino:
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5:56 pm

DeborahMersino: Tapping scholarly research can be an excellent way to continue our own growth
and learning. A digest would be an incredible tool! #gtchat

5:56 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Vote is OK by me. Finalish point is to ask that people contact me if
they want to be involved in the online network we proposed

5:57 pm
5:57 pm
5:58 pm
5:58 pm
5:58 pm
5:58 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Sounds terrific. And thank you for ALL the work that you
do/have been doing. Will keep you - everyone - posted. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat And to plead for any ideas to help develop the sadly neglected research
area of the economics of #gifted education
DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix:& to plead for any ideas to help develop the sadly
neglected research area of the economics of #gifted education #gtchat
halleyrebecca: We need a #gtchat conference where we all meet up in person. I vote for
Australia. :)
LisaDSB: Have to miss tonight's chat, but will catch the transcripts later. Thanks for
getting us off to a great start to 2011, Deborah! #gtchat
eshwaranv: My internet connection is acting up now. ;-( #gtchat

5:58 pm

DeborahMersino: Final thought/goal: To build bridges among various scholarly communities as we
advocate, make things digestible 4 parents/educators #gtchat

5:58 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @halleyrebecca: We need a #gtchat conference where we all meet up in

5:59 pm

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino <-Help the parents, and they'll move the world. #gtchat

5:59 pm

DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca - I believe we'll have a #gtchat conference at some point! It's a
dream of mine. I'm fine w/ Europe or Australia too! #gtchat

5:59 pm

AnnBridgland: @halleyrebecca How 'bout London in 2012? Gud stuff happening there then!
#gtchat

person. I vote for Australia. :)<-I'M IN! ;) #gtchat

5:59 pm
5:59 pm

GiftedPhoenix: It's been fun to #gtchat about an area where I have something significant to
contribute. Thanks for the opportunity.
JenniferLarson: Aw, man. Did I miss #gtchat again?

5:59 pm

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino @halleyrebecca I vote for somewhere warm in February! ;)
#gtchat

6:00 pm

laughingatchaos: @JenniferLarson Come back tonight! #gtchat

6:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm

halleyrebecca: @GiftedPhoenix Wish I had MORE to contribute - looking forward to sharing the
transcript + links with our teachers today. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: TY everyone! That's it for this #gtchat. I hope you'll be back for tonight's chat at
7pm/EST on 2011 Resolutions. Nice dovetail. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @halleyrebecca I vote for Korea! #gtchat

6:00 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @laughingatchaos: @JenniferLarson Come back tonight! <= Yes, we're on
again at 7pm/EST. Would love to have you join us! #gtchat

6:00 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @DeborahMersino: I hope youll be back for tonights chat at 7pm/EST on
2011 Resolutions. #gtchat

6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:03 pm

eshwaranv: @ljconrad Thanks for a great convo at #gtchat :-)
DeborahMersino: I appreciate everyone's presence/input/ideas. TY all again! #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Tacoma, WA is also *quite* the destination. ;) #gtchat
jofrei: RT @halleyrebecca: We need a #gtchat conference where we all meet up in
person. I vote for Australia. :) that would be cool! #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: TY everyone! That's it for this #gtchat. I hope you'll be
back for tonight's chat at 7pm/EST on 2011 Resolutions. Nice dovetail. #gtchat
jofrei: Thank you for another interesting gtchat session. It is so good to be back!
#gtchat
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DeborahMersino: Transcript from 01/07 #gtchat on "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly
Research Online" http://bit.ly/gvpvYN {Scroll to 5pm 4 start}. TY!

6:04 pm

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 01/07 #gtchat on "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online" http://bit.ly/gvpvYN #gtchat

6:04 pm

DeborahMersino: @jofrei - As always, I'm so impressed with your commitment. We're privileged
to have you at #gtchat week in and week out! #gtchat

6:06 pm

jofrei: @DeborahMersino @jofrei Thank you - I just love participating! #gtchat

6:07 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 01/07 #gtchat on "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online" http://bit.ly/gvpvYN {Scroll to 5pm 4 start}.
TY!

6:07 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Tapping scholarly research can be an excellent way to
continue our own growth and learning. A digest would be an incredible tool!
#gtchat

6:10 pm

jofrei: @JenniferLarson Come for the next session if you can and read the transcript
#gtchat

6:10 pm

eshwaranv: #gtchat gives me a feel of ending the week with satisfaction. Thanks to all
#gtchat tweeps. Busy weekend ahead. Off to sleep now. Good night

6:19 pm

StJosephSchools: RT @MSTA: kids understand research affects them. let them know what trends
in education are being talked about. #gtchat

6:29 pm

KateArmsRoberts: @jofrei Thanks for taking the time to read my blog. I'm going to try and make
#gtchat tonight.

6:29 pm
6:30 pm

brianhousand: @DeborahMersino Hate I missed today's #gtchat looking forward to reading the
transcript
readmistyevans: @KeriStevens TY for letting me know about #gtchat. Anything to help me
decide if program is right for sons is appreciated.

6:40 pm

KateArmsRoberts: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 01/07 #gtchat on "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online" http://bit.ly/gvpvYN {Scroll to 5pm 4 start}.
TY!

6:53 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 01/07 #gtchat on "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online" http://bit.ly/gvpvYN #fb

6:54 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Sad I missed 01/07 #gtchat on "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly
Research Online"!

6:57 pm
7:21 pm

9:04 pm
9:34 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @AsynchSchlrsFnd: Sad I missed 01/07 #gtchat on "Best Sites & Tips on
Finding Scholarly Research Online"!//me too!!!
Willis1971: RT @marynabadenhors: Understanding Gifted Underachievement
http://ht.ly/1aLvRS #gtchat #gifted #sped #edchat RT @ljconrad <-#FF for
Gifted Ed
halleyrebecca: I shared the #gtchat transcript with our teachers today, and one posted this
right away! http://explorers-seaburyexplorers.blogspot.com/
Jeff_shoemaker: A New Post: ANew Beginning for 2011: http://wp.me/pLLIa-cR #gtchat #edchat
#education #blogchat

9:44 pm

Begabungs: RT @deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 01/07 #gtchat
on "Best Sites & Tips on Finding Scholarly Research Online"
http://bit.ly/gvpvYN #fb

9:46 pm

Begabungs: We need a #gtchat conference where we all meet up in person. I vote for Malta
;)

10:40 pm
11:22 pm

ljconrad: RT @Jeff_shoemaker: A New Post: ANew Beginning for 2011:
http://wp.me/pLLIa-cR #gtchat #edchat #education #blogchat
cybraryman1: RT @DeborahMersino: @jofrei - As always, I'm so impressed with your
commitment. We're privileged to have you at #gtchat
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DeborahMersino: Less than an hour until #gtchat! Join us at 7pm/EST as we discuss "Best
#Parenting and Advocacy Resolutions for 2011." #gifted

11:33 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than an hour until #gtchat! Join us at 7pm/EST as
we discuss "Best #Parenting and Advocacy Resolutions for 2011." #gifted

11:35 pm

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Can't get Noon transcript to load. Ready to freak! Just sayin
... #gtchat

11:35 pm

DeborahMersino: @brianhousand - Would love to have your participation at future chats. Know
you would offer depth of perspective! #gtchat #gtchat

11:35 pm

lynnkavanagh: JOE ROBINSON: The Missing Key To Satisfaction: Effort http://huff.to/hEGDa3
#gtchat

11:36 pm

ljconrad: RT @Begabungs We need a #gtchat conference where we all meet up in
person. I vote for Malta ;) | I vote for Pittsburgh! :p

11:37 pm

peter_lydon: @ljconrad #gtchat Dublin...we need the business!

11:38 pm

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Twitter is acting up (wondering if that's impacting noon/EST
transcript). Fingers crossed for our 7pm/EST chat. #gtchat

11:38 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @deborahmersino: Ls than an hr til #gtchat! Join us at 7pm/EST as we
discuss "Best #Parenting and Advocacy Resolutions for 2011." #gifted

11:41 pm

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino That absolutely cannot happen! No, not happenin'! No, no,
no. I'm ready to #gtchat >:-{

11:41 pm

padgets: #gtchat Hey! here I am ready to go ;)

11:43 pm

ljconrad: @peter_lydon Would love to visit your beautiful country! Someday ... #gtchat

11:45 pm
11:45 pm

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad @DeborahMersino Test. #gtchat
ljconrad: @padgets Me, too! {{tapping fingers}} #gtchat

11:45 pm

DeborahMersino: Ahhhh. A tweet went through. Hope at last! #gtchat

11:45 pm

DeborahMersino: @brianhousand - Would love to have your participation at future chats. Know
you would offer depth of perspective! #gtchat

11:46 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Ahhhh. A tweet went through. Hope at last! #gtchat

11:46 pm

ColinTGraham: Is that the sequel to "A River Runs Through"...? :-) RT @DeborahMersino:
Ahhhh. A tweet went through. Hope at last! #gtchat

11:47 pm

DeborahMersino: @dayswmd - Hope you're able to access transcript. Look forward to chatting
with you in the future! #gtchat #gtchat

11:48 pm
11:48 pm
11:51 pm
11:52 pm

ljconrad: @ColinTGraham haha #gtchat
DeborahMersino: ATTN: TweetChat seems to be way to go tonight. Posting directly to Twitter =
challenging. Look forward to chatting in 10 minutes! #gtchat
ColinTGraham: @DeborahMersino TweetDeck is working ok too, for the moment! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @dayswmd - Hope you're able to access transcript. Look forward to chatting
with you in the future! #gtchat

11:54 pm

jofrei: @DeborahMersino @dayswmd I received that tweet twice with a 5 min gap
#gtchat

11:55 pm

jofrei: Tweetchat seems to be working ok for me #gtchat

11:57 pm
11:59 pm
11:59 pm
11:59 pm

ljconrad: Let's get this show on the road! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: My tweets 4 the next hour will be devoted 2 #gtchat. Pardon heavy stream; feel
free 2 unfollow/unlink. Topic: 2011 2011 #Resolutions #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat whoohoo!! hi everybody ;)
DeborahMersino: Welcome to Global #gtchat. Our topic: Best Parenting and Advocacy
Resolutions for 2011. Join us now! #gtchat
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